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INSIDE KATE GOSSELIN'S 'HOUSE OF HORRORS'Conspiracy. Massive Coverup. Lawsuits and

Legal Threats. Exploitation. Fraud. Abuse. Animal Cruelty. Lies.Read The Book that two of the most

powerful law firms in the country have tried to stop from being published.You'll never look at 'Reality'

TV the same again."She has as much right to this being kept private as anyone," Gosselin's

attorney, Marc Randazza, told ABC News.
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Hoffman needs to be applauded for his diligence to make the book available. It was not easy for

him. I understand Kate's lawyers tried to stop the book from being published because Kate did not

want the truth exposed, but Hoffman took a lie detector test and passed it with flying colors...he is

telling the truth. The book is casually written. It is mainly comprised of notes, emails and other

dcumentation written by Kate herself. There is so much proof that Kate's private persona is far

different than the one she presents to the public. The book reveals a lot more about Kate than what

has already been published. It is not always pleasant reading. My heart is breaking about what



those poor children have suffered. I highly recommend reading the book. Your eyes will be opened

at what this woman is really about. In my opinion, she is a monster and makes Mommy Dearest look

like an angel. I have come to the conclusion Kate is a sick woman who is obsessed with money and

fame at the expense of everything else, including her precious children. She badly needs help. Also,

let's not forget the primary message Hoffman is conveying in the book: he wrote it to HELP the

children so people would finally know how badly they have been treated by their mother.

I had no trouble downloading the book and have spent most of the morning reading it. Finally, Kate

Gosselin is hoist on her own petard. The book is rough and could use some editing, but the strength

of the book lies in the exposing of the web of lies and deceptions that are behind the popular "Jon &

Kate + 8" show and the successor, "Kate + 8", most of it in Kate Gosselin's own, damning words. It

contains entries from Kate's journals, detailing her chilling abuse of her toddler sextuplets, involving

whippings with a wooden or plastic spoon and other violent punishments for behaviors typical of 2

year olds, such as potty training accidents, eating 3 M&M candies, and tantrums. Finally the

reasons for the children being confined, unsupervised, for long periods of time in their cribs is made

clear. The unraveling of the marriage is also detailed in, mostly, Kate's own words. Some of this has

long been speculated on the various Gosselin fan and non-fan blogs, but the extent is far greater

than many suspected. Hopefully now that light has been shed on the issues, help and better

protection can be obtained for the 8 children.

I actually bought the book and am currently reading it. It is backed by FACTS. The author writes

about Khate physically abusing her children, IN HER OWN WORDS. She is toast! Bye Bye

turd...FLUSH!

Downloaded with no problems onto my Kindle. This is a shocking read in Kate's own words (from

her own journals and emails). I felt for a long time there was something terribly wrong with this

woman but reading it in her own words is unbelievable. Spanking (one, swift swat on a clothed

bottom) is one thing, beatings and pulling a child up by the hair are quite another. Poor children. I

hope someone can help them and that their mother gets some intense mental help.

Finally , someone who was not afraid of Kate and the network and PR people who protected her.

My hearts go out to those kids. My hope is this eye opening book will help protect children more and

that one day this kids will know that people cared for them. What is interesting in this book is to also



see over time how a person gets greedier and greedier and loses any perspective that they did

have about right and wrong. I dont think there is a Christian bone left in this women anymore. Any

remorse, truth telling and so on gets less and less as time went on.I do think the book is fair. There

is even a few nice things written about Kate. There is a day where she did play with her kids and

that is documented. There are other things she did that I feel that most people would also do when

dealing with a TV network and a rise to fame. There is talk about her faith at one point.BUT any

good points are taken away by the abuse. We all saw it. She doesnt really love these kids. If she did

would have sought out help. Or maybe her mental illness is overcoming her , just like drugs to a

drug addict. I hope that this is an eye opener and somehow the kids will start to have a happier

childhood. She really needs to read this book and look inside herself.I encourage those who dont

even already have an opinion on Kate to read this. It could apply as a guide to anyone that wants to

have the "realest reality show" on what not to do.

I don't know what leads people to review a book they haven't read, but that's the mentality of Kate

Gosselin's six fans.It took me 15 hours to read the book & I am known for being a voracious reader,

so the early reviews by Kate Gosselin's sheeple are very unreliable.This book absolutely broke my

heart. How often do you get to read about unrelenting violence toward babies from the perpetrator's

own words? Kate Gosselin is a beast, IN HER OWN WORDS!The level of narcissism it takes to say

your baby son, whose brain is so far from being complete, purposely makes her angry, is

astounding. How can a woman with eight little souls to raise know so little about human

development? That alone is crazy.The book is long on facts, long on detail, (ok, sometimes too

long) but the volume of research is impressive. Only a hometown boy could have written this

book.Robert is correct, that this will not end well. If Kate Gosselin doesn't do lasting or fatal physical

harm to her children it will be a miracle. Then if they escape Mommie Dearest's fists, they will be

lucky to escape her reckless driving. Isn't that just like a narcissist to risk everyone's life on the

streets of the Reading area & beyond for her convenience?I'm still shaken. I can't believe this is a

true story.I applaud you, Mr. Hoffman. Thank you.
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